The objective of the present work is to highlight the effect of variation of the elastic modulus during plastic deformation on uniaxial ratchetting simulations. In order to achieve this target, the variation of the elastic modulus during loading and un-loading is considered and discussed based on some experimental observations which pointed out recently. Then the effect of such variation on simulations is scrutinized from the theoretical point of view by considering simulations of ratchetting experiments conducted on stainless steel 304L using the well-known Armstrong-Frederick model. It is shown that, using two different values for the elastic modulus during loading and un-loading could have a significant effect on simulations of uniaxial ratchetting. The importance of such findings is that the excessive ratchetting over-prediction resulting from any specific kinematic hardening rule is expected to decrease significantly by taking into consideration this effect. In this case, it is necessary to include variation of elastic modulus within the scheme of constitutive modeling of cyclic plasticity to simulate actual material responses especially ratchetting.
Introduction:
Throughout the last three decades, numerous studies have attempted to determine the controlling and fundamental factors that affecting ratchetting and to find appropriate ways to replicate these factors into the scheme of constitutive modeling to be able to simulate experimental responses as accurate as possible. To obtain a better appreciation for this phenomenon, i.e. ratchetting, it is worth to note that ratchetting is concerned with secondary deformation accumulating cycle by cycle in the direction of mean stress, therefore, it is not easy to describe it quantitatively. During simulations of ratchetting, similar to simulations of other material responses, elasti c behaviour is usually assumed to be constant. It is worth to remember that elastic behaviour is the result of atomic bond stretching and it is assumed to be linear because this is a good first order approximation. However, exact application of elastic theory includes higher order terms that lead to a small amount of nonlinear recovery [1] . In addition, different experiments have indicated that during plastic deformation, the elastic modulus (E) might change significantly [2] [3] [4] . In this case, it is expected that such variation could have a significant influence on small-scale plasticity as in ratchetting. Throughout the context of studying different variables that might affect ratchetting, influence of variation of elastic modulus during loading, un-loading and re-loading has not been considered yet, neither experimentally or theoretically. In simulations and within the scheme of constitutive models that replicate ratchetting responses, it is common during plastic deformation assuming constant and identical values for the elastic modulus throughout loading, un-loading and re-loading. However, as aforementioned, different experiments indicated that during plastic deformation, the value of the elastic modulus might change significantly. In this case, such change could have a considerable effect on simulation of ratchetting especially uniaxial ratchetting, since it deals with small accumulation of plastic strain cycle by cycle. This point has not been studied yet. Therefore, it is highly recommended to examine and scrutinize the influence of variation of the elastic modulus during plastic deformation on overall ratchetting simulations, which is the aim of this work.
2.Variation of elastic modulus during plastic deformation:
In fact, only some experiments have been conducted to study the change of elastic modulus during loading and unloading. Initially, Taylor and Quinney [5] pointed out with no extensive details the change of Young's Modulus during loading un-loading curves based on experiments on annealed tubes of aluminum. Then during the last two decades a considerable effort has been focused to explore this point in details. First, in 1996 Morestin and Boivin [6] focused experimentally on evolution of Young's modulus on the basis of plastic strains between 0% and 15% for steel. They considered plain steel and alloys A33, XC38 and AU4G with a large cross-section and sheet metal type XE280D with a small cross-section. Accordingly, Morestin and Boivin pointed out a significant decrease in Young's modulus (about 10% of the initial value after only 5%) for these materials. Next, in 1997, Ishikawa [7] investigated the subsequent yield surfaces after tension and/or torsion preloading for an initially isotropic material of SUS304. Ishikawa observed a significant change in Young's modulus between initial loading and unloading curve even for relatively small prestrain value. However, a small change is observed between initial loading and re-loading curves. Then, Ghosh and his co-workers [2] [3] scrutinized spring back strain or compliance after uniaxial stretching of the sheet metal (a BCC high strength steel alloy (GP50XK60 and DQSK steel) and an FCC automotive aluminum alloy (6022-T4 Al )) to different levels of prestrain. In this case also, Ghosh and his co-workers indicated the variation of the average moduli calculated at different levels of prestrain for high strength steel and for the aluminum alloy, where increasing levels of plastic strain result in a lower effective modulus. After that, Zhou et al. [8] characterized the cyclic plasticity behaviour of nickel single crystals oriented for single slip by uniaxial, symmetric, tension-compression, strain controlled tests carried out at constant plastic strain amplitudes ranging from 5 (10 −5 ) to 1 (10 −3 ). Based on these experiments, Zhou and his-coworkers pointed out a significant variation for Young's modulus with accumulated plastic strain. Finally, Khan and his co-workers [4] evaluated experimentally the initial and subsequent yield surfaces in Al 6061-T6511. In these experiments, they showed that, for Al 6061-T6511, there was about 5% decrease in the value of Young's modulus with plastic deformation in the case of tensile loading. Consequently, and based on the aforementioned different experimental facts and observations, it can be deduced that, for some materials Young's modulus is not constant during plastic deformation throughout loading, unloading and reloading. Therefore, this experimental fact should be considered during simulations because it might have a significant effect on numerical results. In addition, it could totally change the outcome from the models.
Kinematic hardening rule:
In this work, the objective is not to simulate ratchetting, but it is merely to show the influence of variation of Young's modulus on overall simulations of ratchetting. Therefore, the wellknown hardening rule of Armstrong and Frederick is considered. This specific rule is chosen because it conservatively over predicts uniaxial ratchetting, but able to replicate different material behaviours [9] . Armstrong and Frederick [10] proposed the simplest nonlinear kinematic hardening rule by introducing the concepts of strain hardening and dynamic recovery that construct the kinematic hardening rule nonlinear in nature. The initial Armstrong-Frederick rule was given as:
where  and r are material hardening parameters, dp refers to accumulated plastic strain increment:
Chaboche et al. [11] introduced the concept of decomposition of hardening variable into several components and proposed a multiple nonlinear kinematic hardening rule based on the initial Armstrong-Frederick rule where:
This non-linear kinematic hardening rule simulates well various uniaxial material responses but it still over-predicts uniaxial as well as multiaxial ratchetting responses [9, [12] [13] . As a basic modification to the Armstrong-Frederick non-linear kinematic hardening rule, Ohno and Wang [14] , introduced a power function in each decomposed hardening rule as:
This equation has been also examined in simulating ratchetting and it has been established that, the outcome depends mainly on the value of the material parameter i m , where the higher the value i m , the lower the ratchetting strain. Equation (5) 
Constitutive Modeling:
In this work, we consider only small strain range. Thus, the total strain 
where   indicates stress tensor, tr the trace, I  signifies the unit tensor of rank two. In this work, no cyclic hardening is considered though austenitic stainless steels exhibit significant cyclic hardening. However, such assumption could be acceptable under uniaxial ratchetting especially if the strain range is small [16] . In addition, through out the simulations isotropic hardening and the rate effect are neglected so as to discuss explicitly the effect of variation of the elastic modulus. Especially, cyclic hardening for AISI 304 stainless can be attributed to kinematic hardening not isotropic hardening [17] . Thus, the yield function can be expressed according to von Miss as: h is the plastic modulus function.
Simulations of Experiments and Discussion:
Uniaxial ratchetting experiments conducted on stainless steel SS304L by Hassan et al. [18] are considered as a benchmark test in this work. Simulations using the Armstrong- , presented by the radius of the dotted circle in Fig. 1, was kept 200 MPa. Now let us discuss the influence of elastic modulus on simulations of the aforementioned ratchetting experiment using the Armstrong-Frederick model. Again, it is worth to remember that the aim is not to fit experiment, but it is mainly to discuss the effect of variation of elastic modulus on ratchetting simulations. To achieve this target, classical results, in which only one and identical value for the elastic modulus (  ) is implemented in calculations during loading and unloading, will be compared with the results in which two different values for the elastic modules are considered. These two different values are taken based on the experimental results of Ishikawa [7] and listed with the necessary material parameters for the constitutive model in Table 1 . One might here argue that these two values for the elastic modulus are not same as those values for the material used in the considered experiments of Hassan et al. [18] . In order to verify this argument, it should be noted that, Ishikawa conducted his experiments on 304 stainless steel as well. Moreover, in this work merely the overall tendency is required to explore the effect of variation, then exact values that necessitate more additional experiments can be recommended to be calculated and utilized.
Figure (1): loading path and history in uniaxial ratchetting experiment
The simulations by the Armstrong-Frederick model for the uniaxial ratchetting are shown in Fig. 2 . It is worth to note in this figure the amount by which ratchetting is over predicted by the Armstrong-Frederick model as long as constant and similar value for the elastic modulus (  ) is considered. On the other hand, this over-predicted ratchetting is exclusively reduced when different values for the elastic modulus during loading and unloading are implemented in calculations. To clarify this statement, let us consider Fig. 3 in which variation of stress versus strain hysteresis loop during the first cycle is illustrated in the two cases; i.e. identical and different values for the elastic modulus. It is clear that, when the value of the elastic modulus (  ) is assumed to be constant and identical during loading and unloading, the strain point after re-loading and before unloading for the second cycle is larger than that value in the other case in which the value of the elastic modulus is dissimilar. This effect provides thinner stress strain hysteresis loops with increasing loading cycles and as a result total predicted ratchetting strain will decrease, as shown in Fig. 4 . 
Figure (4): Effect of Elastic modulus on stress-strain hysteresis loops
It is well-known that austenitic stainless steels exhibit significant viscoplasticity at room temperature, as was observed experimentally [12, 16, 19] . In addition, the viscoplasticity influences ratchetting and induces uniaxial ratchetting even under cyclic zero-to-tension loading as explored by Mizuno et al. [16] . Therefore, it should be mentioned that, viscoplasticity needs to be considered for "quantitative" simulations of uniaxial ratchetting of austenitic stainless steel at room temperature [12, 20] . Therefore, simulations of uniaxial ratchetting shown in Fig. 2 could be enhanced if viscoplasticity effect is taken into consideration.
Conclusions:
In this work, the effect of elastic modulus variation on simulating uniaxial ratchetting is scrutinized. The findings in this work are concluded mainly based on simulation of uniaxial ratchetting experiments conducted on stainless steel 304L within small strain range. It is shown that, in simulating uniaxial ratchetting, it is necessary to consider the variation of elastic modulus during plastic deformation. Using two different but constant values for the elastic modulus (E) during loading and unloading extensively reduces the simulated uniaxial ratchetting strain. Although, the difference of elastic modulus between unloading and reloading can affect the simulated values of uniaxial ratchetting strain by the constitutive model, while such effect is not the main factor we should consider in the construction of constitutive model for cyclic plasticity. In addition, during loading and unloading, two different but constant values are used. On the other hand, some experiments indicated that the value of the elastic modulus could change according to dissimilar governing relations during loading and/or unloading. In this case, it is expected that, simulations of ratchetting will be significantly affected.
